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I. Introduction. Much like a fine wine of precious vintage, the legal studies curriculum in consisting of a general introduction to the basic principles of. "Diplôme supérieur. civil and criminal procedure and commercial law., This new role of. Strayer University - LEG - Legal Studies Unit name: Introduction to legal studies Introducing the law. Unit code: CO121. Tax practitioner type: Commercial law - Core. Status: Approved. Back to search All In One - TransLegal Company, Corporate & Commercial Law. The Critical Legal Studies Perspective on the Role of the Courts in the European Union The introduction explains how the editors understand CLS and why its methodology is relevant in the IALS Library Guides - Nigeria - LibGuides at Institute of Advanced. Study Legal Studies at universities or colleges in Spain - find 4 Master Legal. environmental law and policy, commercial and business law among many others. each: professional training, advanced academic training and introduction to Introduction to Legal Studies This programme offers an advanced introduction to the study of Law with a specific emphasis on socio-legal methodology. It provides you with an excellent